
Components

Moster cards:

Name = Name of the Card
Cost = Cost of the card
Size = Size of the card
Attack = Attack power of the monster
Defense = Defense power of the monster
Ability = Special ability of the monster
Tier = Cards are played at first tier or second tier
Number = Number of needed cards 

Name Cost Size Attack Defense Ability Tier Number
Suumpmolk 3 2 2 2 1 3
Goblin 2 1 1 1 1 3
Skeleton 
Archer

4 2 3 2 Mana 
Cost 5

2 3

Ogre 5 4 0 4 2 3
Troll 3 4 3 0 1 3
Dragon 8 6 6 5 Can eat 

goblins 
+2 to 
attack or 
defence 
until end 
of turn

2 3

Monster tokens or figurines:
Tokens or figurines of appropriate sizes representing monster cards.

Action cards:

Name Cost Tier Number
+1 Action Points 
until end of turn 

4 1 4

+2 Mana 5 1 4
+2 Mana Upgrade 4 2 4
+1 Gold until end 
of turn

1 1 6

+2 Gold until end 
of turn

3 1 8

+3 Gold until end 
of turn

4 2 8

+1 Gold upgrade 2 1 4
+2 Gold upgrade 4 1 4



+3 Gold upgrade 7 2 4

Additional cards
Starting deck
Every player has their own starting deck that consists of 6 +1 Gold Cards and 4 +1VP cards.

Player board

Picture 1: Player board

1. Victory point track. After 10 VP you get one eternity token, worth 10 VP
2.  Upgrade slots, Player starts with Goblin upgrade.
3. Action point track. Action points do not persist to next round
4. Mana track. Mana persists between rounds
5. Every player starts every round with 3 AP.
6. Every player starts with two mana
7. Convert table. Convert 2 gold to 1 mana. Or 3 mana to 1 gold.
8. Defense monster grid
9. Castle. Gives player 1 gold and 1 mana every turn.
10. Attack monster grid.
11. Card play field

Ophion rules
From 2 to 4 players

Setup



Every player sets their mana to 2 points.

Tier 1 deck consists of cards belonging to the tier 1. Deck is shuffled and same is done to the Tier 2 
deck.

Tier 1 deck is set to the center of the table and depending on the amount of players 4 (2 players) or 
6 cards (3-4 players) are drawn face up to the table in order. First card is placed furthest from the 
deck. In two player game furthest card doesn't have any additional cost when bought. Next two 
cards cost 1 extra gold. The fourth card (closest to the deck) cost 2 extra gold. 

In 6 player game two furthest cards doesn't have any additional cost when bought. Next two cards 
cost 1 extra gold. The two last cards (closest to the deck) cost 2 extra gold. 

Starting decks
Every player has their own starting deck that consists of 6 +1 Gold Cards and 4 +1VP cards.

Players draw 3 cards from their own starting deck at beginning of every turn. 

Beginning of the round
Players draw three cards from their respective decks. Players begin taking actions in turns.
Every player has  3 Action Points (AP) at the beginning of the round.
If player haven't summoned any monsters he gets 2 extra Action points. 

Actions
Player can use as many actions as he has Action Points(AP).

1. Buy card

If monster card or upgrade card is bought, player can put it straight to the upgrade slot and gets 
benefit that card has immediately. In case of monster, he can summon one moster of that type 
without paying its mana cost by placing an appropriate monster token to defenense or attack 
monster grid.

Upgrade cards are played to the three upgrade slots. (Upper  part of the player board). Player can 
replace old upgrade cards with new ones.

After card is bought, last card from the row is discarded if it wasn't bought. Remaining cards are 
pushed to the cheaper slots on the row. The extra cost slots are refreshed from the remaining deck. 

2. Play action cards
*If 3 card was played, draw 1 card
*If 1 card was played, draw 2 card
*If 0 card was played, draw 3 card

3. Summon monster
After paying the mana cost, player can put a monster token to the defense or attack grid.

4. Pass
Player passes his turns and set Action Points to zero. If player is  first one to pass, he gets to be the 
last player in next turn.

Combat phase



When all players have used all their AP, combat phase begins. Players total their attack and defense 
points from respective grids. Defense value is the combined total of monsters' defense in the 
defense grid. Attack value is the combined total of monsters' attack in the attack grid.

Players always attacks to the player on their right. Attack value of the attacker and defense value of 
the defender is compared. Player gain victory points by the following table: 

Attacker wins: 3 VP(Victory Points) to attacker
Tie: 1 VP (Both)
Defender wins: 2 VP to defender

Next round begins!

Tier 2
Tier 2 begins when someone of the players reaches 10 Victory Points.
Tier 2 is played same way as the tier 1, only card deck changes.

End of the game
Game ends after 9 rounds. Upgrade card values are added to the total Victory points at the end of 
the game. Winner is the player with most Victory Points. 


